Grad student funding "going up modestly"
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- House tutors, which encompass about 50 students who receive room and board in return for dormitory tutoring service.
- The newly created energy traineeships offered by the National Science Foundation to 150 students at 15 institutions. These use federal funds to provide $3600/year stipends plus tuition for graduate students in the energy field. "We just sent off a huge petition for some of these funds," said Sizer, "and we think we're in a pretty good position to get more than our share of them."
- One student said black students in general" had more trouble getting support. A black student "may have a very high IQ, but his actual record in competition is not that good," he explained, pointing to a bias in the standardized tests used to award many of the fellowships. Sizer added that funding problems persisted for women, too.
- MIT does well in competition for grants, since it is rated number 1 nationally in engineering, number 2 in architecture, and number 6 in management. "We're playing the quality game," Sizer said. "We're trying to become the best in whatever we do."

Leacock: what next for the film section?
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more personal," maybe watching all the "little peculiar things we all do."

He has just made a film of "various friends eating soft boiled eggs," and another recent film involves himself taking a bath. "I'm interested in the subject of food, and movies had to cost $100,000," he added. "What was the subject matter of your photography painting?"

Documentary films are his main interest, and Leacock does not see himself as a movie fan. With both he and cousin loving started in documentaries, "there is a documentary bias here (the film section), but it is not total." He didn't think much of "The Exorcist," but added at the time, "it sure knows how to make money."

Leacock sees the film section as the "photographic, film, visual aspect" of the Architecture department. When asked about its inclusion in that department, Leacock noted that it "makes more sense than the Chemistry department."

Thursday, March 21

INTERVIEW WITH SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC.

Openings exist for highly qualified people with M.S. and Ph.D. degrees to work in the areas of systems analysis and computer science.

Openings also exist for people with undergraduate degrees in Math., Physics and Engineering having some computer background to perform programming and analytical activities. Systems Control, located in Palo Alto, California, is primarily engaged in providing technical and management support related to:
- Energy and Power Systems
- Air Traffic Control Systems
- Environmental Control Systems
- Signal Processing
- Processing
- Industrial Process Control
- Large-scale Defense Systems

If you are interested in working with highly qualified colleagues on challenging problems in a small company environment, please contact the Career Planning Office and Placement, 10-140, for an appointment.

We challenge you.

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men—maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.

Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college. But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.

The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it, show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.